Dear Herrman Lehman,

Many thanks for your kind letter which was forwarded from New York. We had a very good vacation here — only too short.

I must admit that my reference to the need of his being having a voice within the limited Native Organization was rather too casual. It is, indeed, an important subject, I think.
deserving of much careful consideration.

It was not clear as to how it could
be done. But what had in mind
was, that the Jewish people should
have the opportunity of making
representatives to the UNO, or its
branches, when events affecting
large numbers of them require
this. Take, for example, what
is happening in Poland today.

It ought to be possible for each
the Polish Jews or some wider
Jewish representation to be in-
vited by the appropriate organ
of the UNO to describe the situation.
it's very wide implications. Indeed the function to unforesee is so great that it ought not to be left to be judgement or to good fortune. Some friendly government to bring to whole function in ordinary constructive fashion to be attended by the U.N.O. No; U.N.O is trying to find ways of enabling others than governments to appear before it - will be attending to U.N.E.S.C.O. to which organizations other constituent bodies. In certain instances, too, they should be free for leaders as well.

What here constitutes should be. The "he fears he fears one, that he proceeds generally ought to be here are very complicated questions, even more are not easy of solution. But it ought to be recognized that, fortunately or unfortunately, here is a Jewish problem or a German, that his problem requires special forces for its handling.

"Restrict I" are very good that your feeling better so nicely, and we send both I am